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English Summary 
Living in a changing world – how the early-life 

environment influences animal and human 
ability to adapt to change 

 

1. The concept of change 
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6. Intergenerational transmission  
7. Cause and effect of resemblance 
8. In conclusion 

In a world that is changing as much as ours, the behavioural strategies that animals use to 
respond to challenges in their environment can make the difference between life and 
death. Whether it is a small freshwater fish navigating through polluted waters or a 
teenager making social connections in a digital world, their success depends primarily on 
their ability to respond with an adaptive behaviour despite unfamiliar circumstances. As our 
world is changing, it is important that we change with it. But which factors influence our 
ability to change, and in what way? Are we completely free to grow and develop as our 
current situation requires of us, or are we tied to the past through developmental 
processes, constraints or behavioural habits? 

Several fields of science study the behaviour of animals and humans, and the factors that 
play a role in predicting how they adapt to their surroundings. It is through combining both 
theory and empirical evidence from each of these fields that a clear picture of behavioural 
development can begin to emerge. In line with this need for further multi-disciplinary work, 
I have approached the development of coping behaviours from three different angles: 
evolutionary biology (chapters 2 and 6), behavioural ecology (chapters 3, 4, and 5), and 
developmental psychology (chapters 7 and 8), to study and evaluate the effects of the 
early-life environment that animals experience on the behaviours they show later in life. 
My aims were to better understand the nature of change, the challenges that individuals 
face when presented with change and the adaptive behaviours they have available in 
response. In this, I especially focussed on the ways through which (unfavourable) 
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conditions during early life and intergenerational effects may restrict adaptive strategies 
later in life, and how to overcome those.  

The concept of change 
In order to understand responses to change, it is important to have a clear understanding 
of what change is. Although both scientists and the popular media use the term frequently, 
change has to date been poorly defined. Chapter 2 makes a start to untangle various 
concepts and defines change as a process, consisting of specific attributes, in which an 
event affects an individual’s position in relation to its physical or social surroundings in a 
way that differs from the established situation. This definition includes many currently 
relevant situations, ranging from the impact of agricultural practices, to epigenetic effects 
on complex behavioural traits, up to and including social attitudes and life history decisions.  

Considering the sheer amount of events that happen in an animal’s life on a daily basis, 
individuals need to prioritise which events to respond to, in what manner, and to what 
extent. There are a select number of strategies animals use when confronted with a 
changing environment, all of which come with costs and advantages depending on the 
circumstances. The chapter argues that in order to study the adaptive ability of animals to a 
certain expected change, it is often necessary to first make a characterisation of the initial 
state of the focal system. When both event and individual attributes of change are 
estimated, areas of vulnerability will become apparent more easily. It may be sufficient to 
identify the one or two attributes that most strongly influence the individual’s response. 
Knowledge of small scale and well-studied changes such as seasonality and habitat 
fragmentation can be used to better understand situations where one or more attributes of 
change have extreme values and have fallen outside the individual’s ability to respond 
adaptively.  By separating event-related attributes from individual-related attributes, it 
becomes possible to study what effect a specific past event had on an animal species, as 
well as to predict how future human-induced events may affect different key species in the 
surrounding nature.  

Canalisation and flexibility 
An individual’s immediate success or failure in a changing environment is determined by its 
behaviour, and so behaviour is often the fastest, least costly and most effective way to 
respond. Successful coping behaviour depends on the animal perceiving a need for a 
response, estimating an effective response, being able to give that response and paying the 
cost, which chapter 6 covers in more detail. There is strong selection on individuals’ ability 
to accurately perceive an environmental threat, challenge or opportunity, estimate which 
coping behaviour to give, and then respond with minimal cost, as there are immediate and 
possibly life threatening consequences to responding with the wrong behaviour. The 
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development of coping behaviours is strongly canalised by necessity, for the same reasons 
physical development is canalised: there are limited resources available to invest in growth 
and development of one system or set of behaviours may prevent the development of 
other behaviours. Canalisation of behaviour allows animals to respond more quickly, and in 
a predictable environment, with a greater reliability of accuracy. Box 2 discusses that 
canalisation of behaviour can also prevent animals from adapting quickly or radically 
enough to match the sudden shift in conditions, and especially strongly canalised 
individuals may incur important fitness costs. 

Drastic changes in natural environments over the last few decades, such as habitat 
fragmentation, chemical pollution, and the introduction of man-made structures, have 
challenged animals to respond to their environments with more behavioural flexibility. 
Instinctive behaviours that provided individuals with an advantage in the evolutionary past 
may suddenly provide a disadvantage when the environment does not meet expected 
norms. The ability to flexibly alter behavioural or life history traits in response to the 
conditions they experience, also called plasticity, is fundamental to an animal’s ability to 
deal with short term environmental change.  

Sensitivity to early-life environment 
To a large extent, the early-life conditions are what determine an individual’s ability to 
effectively fulfil the requirements for successful coping. Animals are very sensitive to their 
environment. They constantly interact with it: they search for food and other resources; 
watch for predators and other danger; interact with animals of their kind; attempt to find a 
suitable mate and take care of their offspring. Young animals need to develop the skills and 
behaviours to interact successfully with their environment, and the more accurately coping 
behaviours are tuned to the environment, the better the animal’s changes of survival and 
eventual reproductive success. The early life environment is not limited to physical 
characteristics such as food availability and territory quality, but can be convincingly argued 
to also include the social environment. Sensitivity to early life conditions increases an 
animal’s ability to develop behaviours that are functional within their surroundings. In 
addition to affecting the development of coping behaviours, the literature suggests that 
early-life environment also affects how flexible or rigid individuals are in their coping 
behaviours.  

Chapter 3 investigates the ability of three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus), a 
species of small freshwater fish, to cope with unfamiliar disruption of their environment, 
and specifically focusses on the role of the early-life environment in this ability. The 
sticklebacks used in this study originated from a small natural pond in Wales with a history 
of non-predation and non-disturbance. A sample of 400 fish was housed at the animal 
facilities of the University of Groningen, where they and their offspring lived in twenty 
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semi-natural ponds in groups that were identical in their initial conditions. Behavioural 
observations were made during feeding time, as to attract the fish to the video recording 
setup. For this study, we placed an obstruction between the fish and the food cup, which 
they were used to visiting, and videotaped them as they tried to find their way through the 
obstruction and foraged at the food cup that was now surrounded by the obstruction. We 
repeated the experiment three times a week for three weeks. Five behaviours were 
observed to estimate the behavioural responses to the challenge: exploration, activity, 
foraging, sociability and neuroticism. Against our expectations, we found significant 
differences between ponds in exploration, sociability and neuroticism, also when taking 
into account possible habituation and correcting for repeated experiments. Behavioural 
correlations, too, differed between ponds. The differences between ponds could not be 
ascribed to turbidity or density of the ponds. Turbidity affects visibility, sneaking success 
and use of compensatory olfactory senses. Density relates to growth and development of 
behaviour in sticklebacks, and is likely to affect social learning and competition. Sticklebacks 
from high density and high turbidity environments spent more time in the proximity of 
conspecifics in the experimental setup. Neuroticism was the only behaviour that 
significantly changed over the three weeks of the experiment.  

We conclude that behavioural responses of the three-spined stickleback to an unfamiliar 
challenge were related to even relatively small, naturally diversified variation in 
environment within one generation. This study is especially interesting, as it investigates 
behaviour under more natural conditions than most previous work, and adds to an existing 
body of literature exploring the effects of early-life environment on later-life behavioural 
responses. Although we could not rule out effects of drift, we can speculate that even small 
environmental variations during development may have important and difficult to predict 
consequences for animal behaviour, suggesting that population’s’ abilities to respond 
adaptively to environmental change and human interference are flexible and context 
dependent.   

Implications for animal behaviour research 
Animal personality traits like boldness, aggression, and sociality have been extensively 
studied, and are interesting both from an evolutionary and ecological perspective. Such 
traits have been shown to vary, often predictably, between developmental stages and 
between populations of the same species that differ in ecological conditions. In a follow-up 
study reported in Chapter 4, we compared five independent datasets from studies 
performed on the sticklebacks, where behaviours were measured on fish exposed to 
different rearing and experimental circumstances: lab, semi-natural and natural 
environments. Comparisons showed that for sticklebacks reared and tested in the lab, 
activity was strongly positively correlated with exploration, but none of the other 
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behaviours were significantly correlated. For sticklebacks reared and tested in semi-natural 
settings, activity was negatively correlated with exploration and sociality. For sticklebacks 
reared in a semi-natural setting and tested in a laboratory setting, however, an opposite 
pattern was found: activity was correlated positively with exploration and with sociality. 
Another comparison showed that social behaviour in nature was not predictive of schooling 
behaviour in a laboratory setting: fish that were observed in groups in their natural habitat 
did not spend significantly more time schooling with models in the lab than fish that were 
observed alone in the wild. Due to differences in experimental setup, not all datasets could 
be fully compared.  

Findings from Chapter 4 indicate that social behaviour of sticklebacks in the wild cannot be 
directly translated to measurements commonly used in laboratory settings and vice versa. 
Similarly, behavioural correlations in one setting or measured under standard conditions do 
not necessarily translate to other settings or experimental conditions. This implies that 
behavioural correlations reported in one study may not be extendable to other studies, 
even within the same species and with data gathered to answer similar questions. These 
findings indicate a need to carefully consider testing environment when measuring 
(relationships between) individual behaviours. For researchers working on sticklebacks and 
similar model species, the important effects of environmental conditions on development 
and expression of behaviour pose a concern for ecological interpretation of behaviours 
measured under laboratory conditions.  

Addressing the concerns raised based on the empirical work reported in Chapters 3 and 4, 
we review the decisions that researchers face when designing the environment in which an 
experiment should take place. When should work be conducted in a natural setting, and 
what experiments are better suited to a semi-natural or laboratory setting? Should animals 
with a long research history be used or do these particular experiments require animals 
from the wild? Does the animal need to be isolated for testing, or observed in a group 
setting? Each of these questions affects the successful outcome of the experiment and the 
context within which the results can be translated and interpreted, yet a methodological 
evaluation of these questions has been lacking. It is important for experimental settings to 
elicit ecologically relevant behaviours from animals, because such behaviours are important 
for understanding evolutionary mechanisms or consequences for adaptation to a changing 
world. Ecologically relevant behaviours often have to do with exploration of novel objects 
or environments, predator-approach and avoidance, food acquisition, or sociality. Many 
cases are described in detail in Chapter 5 where, similar to findings of Chapter 4, animals 
displayed different personality traits and coping behaviours under different experimental 
settings. Because of this, there is a need for biological and ecological validation of 
behavioural tests in wild animals.  
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We identify three main experimental stages that need to be considered, because they are 
sensitive to environmental influences: ontogeny, housing, and experimentation. If the 
environment is not the same in each of these stages, this will affect the behaviour animals 
express. Environmental factors that are important in shaping behavioural responses include 
(but are not limited to) food availability and diet quality, environmental variation, territory 
size and quality, predation pressure, group size and other social circumstances. Stress is a 
common factor inducing non-ecologically relevant behaviour, as stressed animals no longer 
respond to the ecological cue researchers present them with. For each of the experimental 
stages, researchers can select roughly three types of environment: entirely natural, where 
animals are observed with minimal interference in the wild; semi-natural, where there is 
some control but the animals are kept as naturally as possible; and in a laboratory, where 
conditions are largely artificial. Each of these types has advantages and disadvantages in 
each of the experimental stages. To help researchers make better design decisions, chapter 
5 provides a table that lists a number of these advantages and disadvantages.  

Processes affecting development 
Despite a long research history in coping and the great interest in coping across animal 
biology and psychology, only very little is known about the way coping behaviours develop 
in individuals. Similarly, little is known about the way the early-life environment interacts 
with developmental processes. To approach the topic from both an ultimate (why is this 
happening) and proximate (how is this happening) angle, developmental processes are 
categorised based on an extensive literature review in chapter 6. Maternal effects are a 
way for mothers to affect offspring traits during pregnancy and very early life through 
passing on of hormones and nutrition as well as through maternal behaviour. Filial 
imprinting, although rarely studied since the 1960s, provide a means for information to be 
acquired at a time when sensory faculties have not yet developed. Early perceptual learning 
allows individuals to distinguish between similar cues in their environment. Habituation 
works through repetitious exposure to environmental stimuli, and allows for prevention of 
unnecessary startle response and activation of defensive or aggressive behaviours. 
Conditioning occurs when a certain response is consistently met with positive or negative 
reinforcement and lets animals tune their responses to environmental conditions. Social 
learning allows young to acquire behaviours based on experiences from other members of 
their social group rather than through personal experience, and is especially common in 
animals with close-knit social groups.  

The literature study provided much empirical evidence of early-life influences on coping 
behaviours, which can be categorised in four distinct influences: habitat, through the 
stimuli and experiences it provides; parents, through the security they provide, the example 
they set, their parental care and the behaviour they actively encourage; nutrition, by 
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providing resources for growth and predicting future food availability; and social 
environment, through modelling of social behaviours and providing both safety and 
competition.  

Developmental processes and the ways in which they interact with the environment should 
not be considered adaptive in their own right, but are simply proximate causes that affect 
later life coping. Difficulty during ontogeny can have consequences for later life behaviour. 
Deprivation of the necessary input during a sensitive stage may mean juveniles will never 
develop the appropriate behaviour, while negative influences can consist of a momentary 
disruption of a developmental pathway. Important concepts when considering the extent 
to which early-life conditions make individuals more stable or leave them stuck in the past, 
are resilience, the capacity to recover from difficulties, and reversibility, the ability to 
reverse or undo (harmful) environmental effects. While some negative influences have 
been shown to be reversible, such as the effects of social isolation and stress, this does not 
appear to apply to all affected coping behaviours.  

Intergenerational transmission 
Coping behaviours can be transmitted from parents to their offspring without an underlying 
genetic basis for the behaviour, a phenomenon also called non-genomic transmission. It 
allows juveniles to quickly obtain complicated responses and display behavioural strategies 
that proved successful to their parents, without having to take risks and gain experience 
with the environment themselves. Chapter 6 suggests maternal effects and filial imprinting 
as the most important processes leading to intergenerational transmission of coping 
behaviours.  

An important consequence of intergenerational transmission of behaviour is that children 
come to resemble their parents in a variety of traits. Although personality development in 
humans has been studied for decades and there is much known about the effects of early-
life conditions on personality, almost no attention has been paid to intergenerational 
resemblance. Yet this may in time provide insights into adolescents’ freedom to develop 
personality traits independent from those of the previous generation.  

Chapters 7 and 8 studied parent-child resemblance through analyses of resemblance of 714 
adolescents to their biological mothers and fathers, across six personality traits that are 
important in relation to psychological problems: anger-hostility, impulsiveness, 
vulnerability, assertiveness, excitement-seeking and self-discipline. Each of the parents’ 
personality traits were significantly correlated with their offspring’s personality traits, 
although the correlations were relatively weak (r=0.13-0.19). There was a greater 
resemblance with parents who scored average values for personality traits, and less 
resemblance with parents who scored extreme values. Adolescents resembled their 
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parents most in impulsiveness and least in excitement-seeking. They did not resemble 
fathers more than mothers or vice versa in a combined personality measure. However, 
when considering individual personality traits, girls resembled fathers less than mothers in 
vulnerability, but more in excitement-seeking. Boys resembled mothers more than fathers 
in self-discipline.  Overall, girls resembled their parents’ personality somewhat more than 
boys. Compared to boys, girls resembled fathers and mothers more in excitement-seeking, 
and they resembled fathers more in self-discipline. These findings indicate that 
resemblance differs per trait, and that differences depend on both parent and child gender 
as well as parent personality traits.  

Cause and effect of resemblance 
The processes and early-life influences described in chapter 6 indicated that both mothers 
and fathers can transmit personality traits through their parenting behaviours. In this, we 
expected especially father’s parenting to be important based on evolutionary theory: 
males, unlike females, cannot be certain about paternity and have been shown to provide 
less paternal care to offspring who are unlikely to be theirs. To estimate relatedness, males 
are expected to respond to cues of physical and behavioural resemblance. In reaction to 
this, offspring are expected to increase resemblance to fathers also in cases where the 
father figure is not biologically related. The relationship between paternal investment and 
parent child resemblance may be bi directional. To better understand cause and effect of 
intergenerational transmission of coping behaviours, we performed two separate studies: 
one to investigate the effects of parental warmth and rejection on resemblance, and one to 
investigate the adaptive advantage of that resemblance by measures of depression and 
well-being. Parenting behaviours were measured at age 11, resemblance at age 16, and 
depression and well-being at age 19. 

Results presented in chapter 7 show that parenting experienced during early adolescence 
was related to the degree and direction in which adolescents resembled their parents five 
years later in life. Parental warmth and rejection were both positively associated with 
overall resemblance between fathers and their offspring. In the models that distinguished 
between maternal and paternal parenting, we found no effects of maternal parenting on 
parent-child resemblances, but paternal rejection was associated with a smaller parent-
child resemblance (i.e. only father’s rejection affected resemblance with parents). In 
models including gender effects, we found no effect of maternal parenting (warmth or 
rejection) on resemblance, and father’s rejection was associated with a smaller 
resemblance to parents – both mothers and fathers.  We found no significant interactions 
with adolescent gender for any effects, although results suggest that for boys, paternal 
rejection is associated with a greater resemblance to mothers and fathers while for girls, 
paternal rejection predicts less resemblance. There was also some indication that maternal 
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and paternal parenting have opposite effects on resemblance. Post hoc tests on individual 
personality aspects showed that most associations between parenting and personality 
resemblance were found for assertiveness, followed by vulnerability and excitement-
seeking. Parenting was not associated with resemblance in self-discipline in any of the 
models. In four out of six traits, there were significant differences between boys and girls. 
In those cases boys and girls often responded in opposite ways to both parental warmth 
and rejection.  

This study is a first step in uncovering the complex interplay between family circumstances, 
gender, and the development of resemblance to parents. Although we could not confirm a 
hypothesis, there is indication that positive parenting (much warmth, little rejection) from 
fathers may be associated with greater resemblance and positive parenting from mothers 
with greater difference in personality. Mother’s positive parenting may represent a safe 
and warm environment in which adolescents are relatively free from evolutionary 
pressures to ensure maternal care, and can develop their personality in any way favourable 
to them. The finding of greater importance of rejection than warmth may be partially 
explained by the importance of rejection rather than warmth in adolescents’ emotion 
regulation.  

Results presented in chapter 8 show that adolescents who resembled parents more at age 
16 experienced overall more well-being and less depressive symptoms at age 19. Additional 
models showed that the depressive history of the parents did not affect this pattern, nor 
did we find any interaction between parent’s depressive history and resemblance. Both 
resemblance with father and mother affected depressive symptoms, while only 
resemblance with fathers affected well-being. Personality resemblance with fathers was 
associated more with wellbeing and depression than resemblance with mothers, for both 
boys and girls. Post-hoc analysis showed that in three out of six traits, resemblance was 
associated with either well-being or depression. As a general trend, closer resemblance 
predicted well-being for all personality traits except excitement-seeking. There were a few 
effects of gender. Girls who resembled mothers less in vulnerability had a greater chance of 
depression, but not boys. Girls who showed little resemblance with mothers in 
assertiveness and vulnerability had a higher chance of depression, but boys did not show 
this effect. They actually displayed less depressive symptoms when they had low 
resemblance in assertiveness.   

The inclusion of both mothers and fathers personality traits and the inclusion of both 
depressive symptoms and happiness allows for a novel and interesting perspective on the 
effects of generational mimicking and the possibility to consider adolescents ability to cope 
with their surroundings both from a problem-causing and results-gaining angle. The 
positive effect of resemblance on well-being may be due to the age of the participants. It is 
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conceivable considering the emotional and financial dependence of many 19 year olds on 
their parents, that resemblance is advantageous as it induces parental care. The 
advantages of behavioural flexibility may start to outweigh those of parental approval 
around age 30, when individuals experience much greater demands in life regarding career 
and family. We conclude that if there are negative consequences of resembling a 
generation that was behaviourally adapted to a different social and financial environment, 
such consequences do not yet significantly affect functioning in late adolescence.  

Both studies concern only a sample of adolescents from families with a relatively high 
socio-economic status where both (self-reported) biological parents were part of the family 
and as such cannot be extrapolated over all youth. It is possible that adolescents from 
broken homes or poor families experience different dynamics with respect to parental 
acceptance of personality differences, or the pressure to behaviourally differ from the 
previous generation. 

In conclusion 
In answer to our question, we conclude that animals are in many ways affected by the 
circumstances they experience early in life, and that even small environmental fluctuations 
can affect coping behaviours throughout life as well as the way animals respond to 
unfamiliar changes in their surroundings. As a result, animal research needs to take into 
account more strongly the environment test animals grow up in. Change is especially 
difficult to cope with when it is novel, occurs fast, with a large magnitude, or moves in a 
direction that opposes the animal’s current canalised track. While we understand some 
factors that direct canalisation, it is still unclear exactly what allows animals to remain 
flexible in the face of change, but we can hypothesise from the last two chapters that 
parental rejection is an important factor in inducing resemblance. The selective pressures 
under which processes of intergenerational transmission of behaviour evolved, still seem to 
weigh stronger than the pressures of a changing world, to our focal group of adolescents. 
Developmental processes such as maternal effects, imprinting and social learning do 
appear to be vulnerable both to insufficient input and harmful input, as well as canalisation 
in an unfavourable direction. The effects of this can be reversed in some cases, but not all. 
Both animals and humans are not entirely free to grow and develop the most adaptive 
responses to current conditions: their available options are influenced by the conditions 
they experienced early in life.  
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